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In response Royal Raven to her Publication 

I believe it! 

We’re in & watching Q’s movie. 
Juan O Savin has lately underscored 
many people have been  
taken off the multiple-chess board war we’re in 
& some may come back later. 
Some are gone permanently. 

We know JR is alive & (hopefully) Princess 
Diana,  
Seth Rich, Seal Team Six & Juan has strongly 
suggested  
McAfee & Epstein are around. 
How many other “suicides” were actually people 
put into Q’s Witness Protection? 

We also know & can see there are a TON of 
body-doubles 
CGI’s, actors, etc. 
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We NEVER know where President Trump 
actually is. 
They keep him moving around for his safety. 
Sometimes POTUS isn’t even at his own rallies, 
it’s his “deceased” brother, Rob, wearing a 
rubber mask 

Can’t wait till the credits to role. 
Edge of my seat. 
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In response Mark McCoskey to his Publication 

It already exists, Mark. 

The deep state demons stole Tesla’s technology 
that he intended for the world 
& created “Maglev trains” that connect all 
continents. 
You can travel from Los Angeles  
to Sydney Australia in 20 minutes. 
The demons travel 100 Light Years in 1/2 an 
hour. 

Gene Decode explained that the demons have 
been living  
High & Mighty on withheld tech a million years 
ahead of us. 

They’ve withheld Med Beds & various healing 
tech 
in order to keep us sick & make trillion$ with 
Big Pharma. 

NESARA/GESARA releases this wonderful tech & 
abundance 
to heal Earth, her Kingdoms & Humanity  
until [I believe] 
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we REMEMBER we are God Created Eternal 
beings 
& already KNOW how to heal ourselves 
& create anything we want.

The DS have to show us the tech they’re hiding 
so they hide it in movies. 
Here’s a Maglev Train in 
MEN IN BLACK INTERNATIONAL, ’19 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RR2mY7k5tE0 

YourFavorite

Train to Spaceship Scene - Men in Black International 
2019

Share

Watch on
<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div 
class="submessage"><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RR2mY7k5tE0" 
target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable JavaScript if it is 
disabled in your browser.</div></div> 
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